NSA MEPP Speakers Bureau Evaluation Form for Teachers

Directions: Please complete this form and FAX (preferred) to 443-479-1193, or mail to:

Teacher’s Name: ____________________________ School: _______________ Grade: _____
Speaker’s Name: ____________________________ Topic: _______________ Date: ______

(1) Did you find the subject interesting?
   Very____ Somewhat____ Average____ Not Very____ Boring____

(2) For the students, the level was:
   Too difficult___ Somewhat difficult___ About right___ Somewhat easy___ Easy___

(3) Were the handouts and visuals good?
   Extremely_____ Somewhat_____ Not at all_____ Does not apply____

(4) Do you think that your students learned anything from the talk?
   Quite a bit_____ Some_____ Not much____

(5) Was the speaker organized? Yes_____ No____

(6) For the students, the pace of the NSA speaker was:
   Too fast____ A little fast____ About right____ A little slow____ Too slow____

(7) Did the speaker make difficult ideas understandable? Yes____ No____

(8) Did the speaker interact well with the students? Yes____ No____

(9) Overall rating of the speaker: Excellent____ Good____ Fair____ Poor____

(10) Overall rating of the presentation: Excellent____ Good____ Fair____ Poor____

Additional Comments:

Thank you!